E300 Hung & Sliding Windows
• 3 1/4” architecturally-enhanced frame
• 1” Insulated glass
• Single Hung or Double Hung models
• Dual locks on all hung models for optimal safety -- gravity locks and swivel locks
• Single slide or end vent slider configurations
• Sliding models contain swivel locks
• Easy operation is courtesy of dependable block & tackle balancers (hung models), sturdy rolling system (sliding models) and full length lift/pull rail (all models)

E300 Picture Windows
• 3 1/4” architecturally-enhanced frame
• 1” Insulated glass for optimal energy efficiency
• Extended sizes allow for an increased viewing area
• Matching sightlines with operable units
• Square and Rectangle aren’t the only picture window shapes. Add geometric shapes - arched tops, octagons, hexagons, triangles, circles, ovals - and turn ordinary into fantastic

E300n Sliding Doors
• Sliding patio doors have 2, 3 or 4 panels
• 5” architecturally-enhanced aluminum frame
• Pull-handle hardware is durable and easy to grip while heavy-duty rollers and stainless steel roller track make operation a breeze
• Rolling screen made of extruded aluminum with BetterVue™ fiberglass mesh
• 1” insulated glass for optimal energy efficiency
• Narrow sight lines give a larger viewing area and allow more natural light into your home

Features and Options for all E300 Products
• 37 “Quick-Pick” colors from which to choose. Or if you have something special in mind, we can accommodate custom color requests
• Multiple glass choices will satisfy your climate challenge, achieving a range of U-value and Solar Heat Gain efficiencies that are top notch for aluminum windows and doors
• For new construction or replacement projects
• Add grids to enhance the look
• Mix and match for stunning combos

www.quakerwindows.com